NOTICE NO.03

F.E. & DSE (13-14) STUDENTS DISTRIBUTION OF ORIGINAL DOCUMENTS AND PERMANENT I.D.

Student who had admitted for First Year Engineering & Direct Second Year Engineering for the year 2013-2014 should collect their original documents (except as mentioned below) which they had submitted to the college at the time of their admission, from the Administration office.

These documents will be handed over only against submission of the retention letter which was given at the time of admission.

First Year: Excluding original 12th Leaving Certificate (All Students) and 12\textsuperscript{th} Mark sheet, Passing Certificate (if any) and & Migration Certificate (Other than Maharashtra Board Students)

Direct Second Year: Excluding Diploma Leaving Certificate and original Final year Diploma Mark sheets and Provisional Passing Certificate

Further students must collect their Permanent Original Identity Card by replacing temporary Identity card.

Note : The documents which have been kept with college, are for further verification with University of Mumbai and will be returned thereafter.

Sd/-
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